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On the Cover
Pat Lang, 74 (years young)

Chad MacPherson, 21

For 35 years Pat was an aerobic
instructor at the Silver Springs
community centre. Giving back to
your body has always been something that she feels strongly about.
Pat has worked with volunteers
around the city and knows the
importance of their work in giving
back to Calgary.

The ways that Chad gives back in
his everyday life revolve around
the little things. He tries to be that
person who picks up the garbage
everyone walks around, the person
who quickens his pace to hold the
door open for someone, and the
person who takes a moment to
lend a helping hand whenever it’s
needed.

Shane VanAalst, 12

Danielle Willoughby, 21

As a student, Shane enjoys helping
teachers with any extra work they
need to do, for example setting up
the gym for special events or
putting up student work around the
classroom. For special family
occasions he organizes activities
and games to make the gathering
even more special, with specific
teams who work together to win a
prize.
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The part of the Calgary community
that Danielle gives back to is the
kids. As a ballet teacher she spends
countless hours trying to inspire her
students to be the best they can
be not only within the studio, but
outside as well. Being able to put a
smile on a student’s face or helping
them achieve their full potential is
one of the most rewarding parts of
her job.
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NOV. 14-15 Bragg Creek Artisans Chirstmas Sale: Find over 65 local artists

displaying unique crafts, decorations, and original artwork.
NOV. 21 First Annual Winter Hafla: An evening of finger foods, Egyptian performances and dancing! $30 admission.
NOV. 26 The Great Works Gala 2015: Supporting the Calgary Philharmonic
Orchestra, this family holiday dinner is accompanied by a live performance.
NOV. 27-29 Market Collective: An independent market showcasing local
artists and musicians to promote local arts and culture. Held at the Chinese
Cultural Centre.
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DEC. 5 Santa Shuffle 5KM Fun Run and 1KM Elf Walk: Grab your Santa hat
and elves and run or walk to support The Salvation Army.
DEC. 17 - 24 The Nutcracker: Don’t miss Calgary’s favourite holiday tradition
by the Alberta Ballet.
DEC. 18 - 19 4th Viessmann Luge World Cup: Cheer on Olympic athletes at
this year’s World Cup hosted at Canada Olympic Park.
DEC. 31 New Year’s Eve fireworks in Banff: Celebrate the New Year by watching the fireworks in downtown Banff.
CALGARYJOURNAL.CA
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EDITOR’S NOTE

THE AUDACITY OF BEAUTY
30 Years in Haiti through the
Lens of Maggie Steber

From the overthrow of “Baby Doc” Duvalier to recovery from
the devastating 2010 earthquake, award-winning documentary
photographer Maggie Steber has spent more than three decades
working in Haiti. Delving deeper than sensational scenes of poverty
and desperation, Maggie’s work brings Haitians’ stories to life with
photographs that highlight beauty and humanity in unexpected places.

PHOTOGRAPHER MAGGIE STEBER
has worked in 64 countries focusing on
humanitarian, cultural, and social stories
Mount Royal University
Monday, November 23
12:00 pm – 1:30 pm (lunch provided)
Main Building (West Gate entrance)
4825 Mt Royal Gate SW
Room T126 (Fireplace Room)
TO REGISTER GO TO:

www.akfcnetwork.ca/akfc-events/2015/the-audacity-of-beauty-mount-royal-university

AMANDA FAITH-TAYLOR
ataylor@cjournal.ca

W

elcome to the “Giving Back” edition of the Calgary Journal. This
issue of the Journal is different, it’s innovative, it’s carefully crafted
and well-thought out. We’ve centred the stories around a theme
of “giving back” which encompasses everything from giving back to the
community, to giving back to the body, giving back to the mind, or little
things in between.
The reporters and editors at the Journal have worked hard for two
months to create a smooth, vibey, and full-bodied issue for November
and December. With these months being so focused on warm feelings
of love, philanthropy, and Christmas-y joy, it seemed natural for us to
provide you all with great stories about great ways to give back.

You’ll notice a couple of things are different. Not only have the writers
been hard at work, but we’ve developed a Design Team with a keen
eye for aesthetics and a fresh look at photography. There are a lot more
pictures, a lot more graphics, and a bevy of different design elements, of
which we are all very proud.
In short, from all of us at the Journal, thank you for picking this issue up.
Thank you for reading. And please enjoy.
It’s our way, here at the Journal, of giving back to the community.
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Education is a
girl’s best
friend
Sustainable feminine
hygiene for girls in
developing nations
helps them miss fewer
school days
DEVYN ENS
dens@cjournal.ca

PHOTO BY LOGAN PETERS

G

irls and young women in many parts of the world
lack access to sanitary products such as pads,
tampons, and menstrual cups for use during their
periods.
A group of Calgarians has banded together to tackle
the problem, working under the umbrella of the
American-based charity Days for Girls.
The local Days for Girls group is providing handmade
reusable fabric pads, along with underwear, soap,
Ziploc bags, a washcloth and moisture barrier shields,
all in a visually pleasing yet discreet bag for product
users to take with them to school and work.
Organizer Donna Leuw became involved with Days
for Girls a year ago, after seeing a small display advertising the organization at Creative Stitches, an annual
sewing and craft trade show.
“I had already been considering doing something
like this,” Leuw said in a phone interview, “but I didn’t
want to reinvent the wheel, I didn’t know where to start,
so basically in my mind I had a checklist of things that
had to be checked off in order for me to sign on with
another organization.”
Leuw’s list included a “user friendly” system, where
anyone could be involved on some level. The charity
had to be tax deductible in Canada, there had to be
income opportunities for the people directly affected by the issue, and she wanted independent proof
outside of the organization that help was actually being
given to people in need.
Leuw found that Days for Girls met all of her criteria.
In an email to Leuw from Chantelle McIver, director of
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Young volunteer at the Days for Girls Sewathon, learning how to use a sewing
machine in order to make re-usable pads for women and girls in need.

CALGARYJOURNAL.CA

the Niger Vocational Training Centre in Niamey, Niger,
McIver told her that “our girls have been using Days for
Girls products for over a year and they are so impressed
with them that they want to learn how to make them so
they can sell them to women in their own community.”
Leuw needed to hear no more. She began making the
kits by herself at home, and started the Calgary branch
of Days for Girls.
The branch has been hugely successful.
“We’re getting people from all over Calgary, every
walk of life, both women and men have jumped on
board, all ages, all backgrounds, all religions, they’re just
so eager to help,” Leuw said. “It’s been like a runaway
train; I’ve felt sometimes like Sandra Bullock at the
wheel in the movie Speed because I’ve never done
anything like this, and sometimes it felt like it was just
going way too fast, because the response has just been
incredible.”
There are monthly gatherings of people interested
in sewing and putting together the kits. The majority
of the volunteers are women who are heavily involved
and interested in sewing and crafting already. They
often donate their leftover materials such as fabric and
thread, and strongly encourage others to do the same.
Volunteer Joy Gregory said the response from the
community has been overwhelming.
“You just basically have anywhere from three to
five hours where you sit and sew and visit with other
women,” Gregory said.
“What I was really moved by one of the times I sewed,
was the broad age group of women participating,

so from 10-year-old girls that are folding panties, to
great-grandmothers, who came in with their sewing
machines on their walkers.
“It’s such a simple thing in some ways, that we just go
and you basically give your time, you don’t even have to
take your own sewing machine, you don’t have to take
your own fabric and thread, that’s all donated as well.
So for people who sew a lot, we always end up with a
lot of stuff that’s kind of left over so that’s perfect.”
Gregory said the Days for Girls initiative and the
support behind it help destigmatize menstruation,
which she said is culturally seen as a girl being impure
or dirty, even in the global north.
“The reality is that without feminine hygiene
products, these girls cannot go to school.”
Linda Guzha, the Days for Girls director in Zimbabwe,
testifies to the truth of Gregory’s remark.
“I am among thousands of girls in Zimbabwe who
suffered during high school days,” Guzha says. “I used
to hate my period. It meant l had to choose between
humiliation of managing a period with no resources at
school or stay at home.
“Most of the time l would end up using newspaper
which used to give me rashes. l was very scared of
messing my uniform ‘cause it had happened to me and
to others and the boys in our class laughed at us. We
would stop going for a while. It seriously interrupted
our learning.”
Guzha says her experiences as a girl led to her making
Days for Girls her passion.
All of the products made by Calgary Days for Girls
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when my supervisor chuckled and suggested I move on
to the next one.
I fumbled my way through about half a dozen
drawstrings, feeling guilty about wasting materials with
my under-qualified skills, but I was reassured my efforts
weren’t going to be thrown in the reject pile.
If your sewing skills are on the same level as mine,
there are other ways you can help Days for Girls.
Their website, daysforgirls.org, has donation
buttons on every page on the top right hand corner.
Ten dollars sponsors the creation of a kit, $220 can
sponsor a classroom, and $2,500 helps jumpstart an
in-country sewing cooperative, which directly helps the
women in that nation. There are no minimum requirements for financial donations, and you can request for
your donation to go to a specific initiative as well. All
donations are 100 per cent tax deductible.
Days for Girls founder Celeste Mergens also has an
Etsy page, dedicated to selling the work of the Days for
Girls Uganda chapter, directly benefiting them.
Revlon has partnered with Days for Girls with their
Revlon LOVE IS ON Million Dollars Challenge. It’s a
charitable competition for organizations that support
women’s health issues.
Individuals can donate unneeded fabrics and thread

A volunteer shows the many precise layers of fabric that go into making reusable pads.
Volunteers are careful to get every aspect perfect, including the pattern of the fabric.

PHOTO BY LOGAN PETERS

volunteers have to meet strict quality standards, to
ensure that the kits last for at least three years.
Chantelle McIver’s Niger Vocational Training Centre
in Niamey works directly with Days for Girls, which
provides sanitary products to be distributed to the
school’s students during their health education classes.
The school opened in 2010 with 60 students,
who learn skills in nutrition, sewing, embroidery,
literacy, French, sexuality (including menstruation), and
maternal and newborn health, among other things
during a three-year program.
“Niger is one of the worst countries in the world for
undereducated girls,” McIver says.
Roughly half of the population in Niger is under the
age of 15. Niger has one of the highest fertility rates in
the world, with an average of just over seven births per
woman, and the 11th highest maternal mortality rate,
with 820 deaths per 100,000 live births.
According to the Days for Girls International
website, girls in impoverished nations can miss up to
two months of school each year because they do not
have a sustainable option for sanitary products during
their menstrual cycle.
This reporter visited a Days for Girls Sew-A-Thon in
Calgary in October. The small community of women
who had shown up to give of their skills immediately
invited me into their space, and graciously humoured
me as I asked them questions and snapped photos of
their handiwork.
Roxanne Silvaniuk had participated in four previous
sewing meetings, and said 80 people had shown up to

the first one she attended.
“I think it’s really a shame that something like a
period would keep a girl out of school,” she said.
I went around to all of the various workstations,
chatting with women about why they came to the
event, how they had gotten involved in the event, and
answering questions about myself and why I had come
to the event.

“This is something that affects
every woman, every woman in the
world, so we as women, we just feel
compelled to help our sisters.”
DONNA LEUW
Days for Girls Calgary organizer
After I had made my way around the room a few
times, the group gave me a task, first ironing and
folding drawstrings to be used in the carrying bags, and
then sewing and finishing the drawstrings.
I had taken home economics classes during my junior
high education, but that was seven years ago, and I had
found very few opportunities to showcase my sewing
skills since then.
Still, they set me up on a sewing machine, gave me
a quick rundown of how it worked, and then left me to
my own devices.
My first effort was terrible, and I was not offended

A woman carefully sews the edge of a reusable pad. The pads are
made out of donated fabrics, and come in many different colours
and patterns so that stains do not show as obviously.
PHOTO BY DEVYN ENS

or no-longer-used sewing machines. Better yet, donate
your time along with those things. Volunteers don’t
have to sew at the monthly meetings, but can iron or
unwrap bars of soap or put thing into bags to ship out.
Email calgaryab@daysforgirls.org to see what the
Calgary team needs in terms of supplies or volunteer
time.
Calgary organizer Donna Leuw summed up the
motivation driving her and her fellow volunteers.
“This is something,” she said, “that affects every
woman, every woman in the world, so we as women,
we just feel compelled to help our sisters.”
CALGARYJOURNAL.CA
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Calgary program boosting
effectiveness of Drop-In Centre
Mealshare is taking the stress out of giving back
TARA RATHGEBER
trathgeber@cjournal.ca

T

here’s a program of giving back in Calgary that’s
having a measurable, positive effect on the food
people eat at the city’s Drop-In Centre.
The MealShare program is providing a steady flow of
funds to assist the Drop-In Centre, Calgary’s main provider of shelter for homeless people, to serve healthier,
heartier meals.
The basic system for the Mealshare program is a
simple buy-one-get-one model. When a customer
buys a Mealshare-designated meal at a participating
local restaurant, the restaurant dedicates $1 from that
purchase to the Drop-In Centre to support better meals
at the Centre.
Jordan Hamilton, manager of the Drop-In Centre, says
Mealshare is highly effective.
“The true impact of what’s actually happening [is]
food is a lot more than a plate. [Mealshare] has helped
us increase the quality of our meals, and helped pull
people off the street. It helps those in need come into
our shelter, it helps them realize it’s not some big scary
place. It helps them talk to our counsellors, get them
into housing. With just a meal we can change a person’s
life.”
The meals that are being served at the Drop-In can be
anything from fish and chips to homemade hamburger
and fries, to turkey dinner.
Mealshare funding “translates into meals one-for-one
here,” Hamilton says. “It’s amazing.”
Shayne Perrin of Blue Star restaurant is a passionate
supporter of the Mealshare program, as Blue Star was a
pilot restaurant of the program.
“We’d done a lot of charity in the past but they had
always been bigger, one day, splash events. Entire days’

Volunteers at the Calgary Drop-In Centre hand hundreds of
meals out to those in need for each meal of the day.
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sales, flood relief— I wanted to find a way that we could
spread that reach throughout the year,” Perrin says.
“Having every customer help us give back [was a way
to do that], and Mealshare was the perfect opportunity to get started. They asked if we would be the pilot
restaurants, Blue Star and Dairy Lane Cafe.”
Perrin says there are surprising reasons for younger
restaurants to get involved. While the program can cost
a piece of a restaurant’s bottom line at the outset, he
says, in the long run it can make the restaurant more
profitable.
“[Mealshare] really solidifies your business, and it
really involves the community. It makes your customer
base latch on to your restaurant and brand.”
Perrin says his customers really get behind the
program and enjoy the “opportunity to buy a meal and
give back to their community.”
Customers of various participating Calgary
restaurants have been interacting with Mealshare via
Twitter and showing their excitement about the
initiative.

@HeatherLoney tweeted, “I never take

photos of my food but this is for a good
cause! #Mealshare”

@CathyTheRN tweeted, “Learning

more about #Mealshare. Very cool concept.
Awesome #DropInKindness”

Thanksgiving leftovers are whipped up into a
tasty, healthy stir-fry.
PHOTO BY TARA RATHGEBER
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“We’re all a part of this world. We’re all a part of the
same ecosystem, so poverty affects everyone,” Perrin
says.
Breanne Sich, Mealshare’s Calgary Community Leader,
is an example of how effective a delicious meal can be
in boosting much more than morale.
“I understand what it’s like to be wondering where
your next meal’s going to come from, and it being nutritious and not fast food [is crucial],” Sich says.
“[My] family was strengthened thanks to [meal programs] that gave us a healthy meal. It strengthened our
sanity and pushed our family to keep moving forward.
We’ve never been on the streets, but still [benefited] as
we were living below the poverty line.”
In Calgary, Mealshare provides funds for meals
at the Drop-In Centre. With city eateries including
pubs, brunch spots, and diners all contributing, over
137,500 meals have been provided in Calgary already.
Mealshare Calgary also has a national charity partner,
Save the Children, which gets a portion of the funds
raised here.
Participating restaurants can be found across
Canada, and more and more Canadian cities are joining
the program.
“Over 8 million people that dine out in Canada alone
can be turned into philanthropic customers,” Sich says
of the program. “That’s how the idea for Mealshare
started. There’s so much global food insecurity in the
world, but there’s also a huge problem in our [Calgary]
community as well.”

To find a Calgary Mealshare restaurant go to:
www.mealshare.ca

Pumpkin pie tops off a healthy meal
with a touch of decadence.
PHOTO BY TARA RATHGEBER
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Local jewelry designer looks to Mother
Nature to create unique pieces
Prairies-inspired jewelry raises proceeds
for Nature Conservancy of Canada
ZANA EL-YOUSSEF
zel-youssef@cjournal.ca

E

lk, icons of the Canadian wilderness, inspired 26-year-old Calgarian Dalia
Reboh to start a unique jewelry line she calls Peaks and Prairies.
What started out as an elk horn sketch became one of the first pieces in
Reboh’s line of detailed sterling silver replicas, revitalizing her development as a
jewelry designer.
“Elk horns are what inspired my entire line,” Reboh says. “I was by myself on a
Wednesday. It had just finished snowing. It was super peaceful and I was just
feeling super content. It was honestly the most perfect day. I [was] thinking we
live in the most beautiful place in the world.
“As I was driving home I saw the most beautiful herd of elk with these
incredible antlers just standing there.”
Reboh’s collection of original replicas in silver grew from that moment.
The Calgary-born artist now uses the distinctive characteristics of nature in the
Rockies as her creative platform to fashion custom design pieces.
Because the inspiration for Peaks and Perks comes from nature, Reboh has
partnered with the Nature Conservancy of Canada to donate 10% of all
proceeds from the sale of her Peaks and Prairies line to the Conservancy.
Reboh says that, for a long time, she felt she wasn’t able to express herself in the
jewelry industry and was often discouraged.
She attended a Gemology School in San Diego, taking among other things a
Jewelry Design course. But after starting the San Diego program, she says she
realized traditional jewelry design just wasn’t for her.
“When I started, I found that nothing was connecting to me at all. I couldn’t stand
the idea of doing another solitaire engagement ring or generic piece. That’s when

I realized maybe my stuff is not going to be relatable to people. I stopped for a
very long time. I was very discouraged and I didn’t want to make pieces that were
generic and something that I wouldn’t wear.”
Reboh eventually found work at Jewels by Maxime’s, a 30-year-old,
family-owned enterprise in Calgary that has given back to the community by
supporting the Ronald McDonald House, the Alberta Children’s Hospital, and
the Flames Foundation among other local charities. Now, Jewels by Maxime’s is
showcasing Reboh’s work in-store, with her new, original Peaks and Perks line of
nature-based silver replicas launched in November.
The slogan for Peaks and Perks is “This is our Backyard.” Reboh says her idea of
donating proceeds to the Nature Conservancy of Canada came about because
she has traveled a lot and feels proud to call Canada home.
“We are so blessed and people don’t even realize it. We get to enjoy these
amazing things and the beautiful surroundings of pure nature around us.”
The Nature Conservancy of Canada explains on the organization’s website that
its main mission “is to lead, innovate and use creativity in the conservation of
Canada’s natural heritage.” The Conservancy guarantees the future preservation
of important natural areas in Canada through purchase, donation by landowners
and other means, and then manages those properties “for the long term.”
Reboh says her primary goal through her partnership with the Conservancy is
to create awareness of the issues around sustaining natural areas in Canada.
Peaks and Perks launched Nov. 1 at Jewels by Maxime’s and online at www.
peaksandperks.ca.

The beauty of Dalia Reboh’s pieces is that they take you to a place of peace. There is nothing quite
comparable to an afternoon hike in the Rockies. All of her pieces are symbolic of Alberta’s beauty and nature.
PHOTO BY ZANA EL-YOUSSEF
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Bark and wood stumps are a popular theme in the Rockies-inspired local jewelry line-Peaks and Prairies.
PHOTO BY ZANA EL-YOUSSEF

The Elk Horn is symbolic for Reboh as it was the inspiration she needed to create her own line. The sterling
silver necklace remains a sentimental piece and one of Reboh’s favourite pieces from her collection.
PHOTO BY ZANA EL-YOUSSEF

Twenty-six-year-old Reboh expresses her love for Alberta
through her custom jewelry line Peaks and Prairies.
PHOTO BY ZANA EL-YOUSSEF
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One of the first zones of the room to fall victim to art teacher, Paul Beseau’s enhancements, cabinetry by the sinks received a galactic-themed coat of paint in 2009, at the Chestermere High School.
MICHAELA RITCHIE

W

12

hen Paul Beseau took his first steps into room
1053 as the new art teacher at Chestermere
High School (back in 2008, he was unimpressed
to say the least. The white, beige, and blue cement-block walls surrounding him reminded him more
of a mental institution than an art room. The space had
no life. It invited no life.
“I kept thinking,” Beseau says, “If I was a student, this is
not a room that I would want to hang out in,’ and if you
don’t want to hang out in a room, then how do you feel
comfortable being in here?
“How does it make you want to take creative risks?”
Today, almost nothing remains to tip off newcomers
to the clinical, cynical atmosphere that once suffocated
every inch of the space, save for the fading industrial
paint on the exterior door leading students back to
reality. The current chaos is precisely that variety which
Beseau set out to create when he first challenged himself to repossess the room in the name of his students’
creative well being.
He didn’t have to do that, of course; the undertaking
wasn’t in his job description, but Beseau felt a need. He
knew in his bones that the creative process was dying
here, and took it upon himself to revive it with the help
of his students.
Now, before visitors so much as enter the art room at
Chestermere High, a once menacing concrete support beam greets them, refreshed by the addition of a
variety of cartoon characters from the mind of a recent
CHS graduate. A fluorescent piano, fondly known to
students as “Paul McCartney,” accompanies it. It doesn’t
matter whether you’ve been gone for an hour or a year,
the sight of all those shifting colours always demands
your curiosity, and your return is always met with a
familiar greeting. Beseau, lounging on a nearby bench,
asks how you are doing. The question is pointed but not
intrusive, casual but still calculated; your answer always
seems to tell him everything he wanted to know. He
NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2015
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Paul Beseau:
What you can
get away with
Local art teacher gives back by
creative connection
with his students
MICHAELA RITCHIE
mritchie@cjournal.ca
asks you because he legitimately cares. You’re in his
charge now. This is his playground, his sanctuary.
Beyond the edge of the rabbit hole, Beseau’s favourite shades of teal and lime take over, the product of
a paint spill a few years after he arrived at the school.
The accident served as a sort of spark. The floor has
since become a mash-up of contrasting, crazy colours
and the painted outlines of student bodies. A digital
rainbow decorates those old prison-like walls – a collaborative effort of students across all classes to take back
control of what space in the school they could claim as
their own. The transformation was cleverly kept from
the eyes of administration until long after its completion.
“No one noticed for months, it was fantastic!” Beseau
exclaims mischievously.

His snickering suggests he just might have taken his
favourite quote, words from McLuhan popularized by
Warhol, a bit too literally. The line stretches overhead
among other phrases from the art world’s greatest
minds, stenciled onto the ceiling beams.
It reads: “Art is what you can get away with.”
The phrase has become something of a motto for
him, and not just in inspiring the redecorating process
he calls “exploding the art room.” As a student himself,
Beseau was always largely un-moved by the teachings of his own instructors – a fact that resulted in his
failing Grade 10 art, and questioning his ability to ever
become a teacher himself.
“Truthfully I never thought I’d be able to get into
university to be a teacher, ‘cause coming out of high
school, it just wasn’t made for me at all! I was a pretty
typical kid – lots of energy, super hyperactive, ADD, and
for me to just sit there and draw, it was just impossible
for me, I just couldn’t do it.”
So when Beseau finally took the plunge and got to try
his hand at teaching, he vowed he would make his students’ experience everything that his had never been.
Studying glass blowing at the Alberta College of Art
and Design (ACAD) provided the perfect foundation for
Beseau to begin restructuring the old model of teaching art that he had grown to despise. His chosen
medium commanded his focus with its almost overwhelming number of constantly changing variables
and a dual demand for precision and innovation.
In his classroom, students are similarly bombarded
with creative stimuli in an effort to immerse them
inescapably, ardently in the process of art, rather than
focus them solely on the outcome of it.
“I discovered that I could be my own type of teacher,”
Beseau says, “and not be the type of teacher that I had
in high school – that I could make up my own rules and
run the room the way I wanted to.
“It became about the idea that we don’t have to do
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Beseau took this famous quote to heart when he began the long process of “exploding the Art
room” back in 2010. After five years of subtle, continuous redecoration, he says the space is finally
starting to look like a proper studio for his young artists to flourish.

MICHAELA RITCHIE
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A support beam stands watch outside the entrance to Beseau’s Art room, serving almost like a warning for any unassuming visitor that they are about to leave the simple world behind. Everything you
could ever imagine becomes real beyond the threshold.
MICHAELA RITCHIE

any drawing or any painting to run an art program. We
need to make it about the experience of art!”
Beseau calls himself an imposter – he isn’t trained as
you would expect a teacher to be, and he doesn’t share
the traditionally minimalist values that so many other
art teachers do. But this fact is hardly an imposition to
the hundreds of students who’ve walked through his
doorway over the course of his past seven years at the
school, many of whom would liken a lesson in the art
room to a scene from Dead Poet’s Society. Standing in
the heart of the room, surrounded by his students as he
makes his start-of-class announcements, Beseau fits the
role of John Keating perfectly.
A testament to this notion, just days after publishing
the tale of Beseau’s escapades on the Calgary Journal’s
website, and posting a link to it on my personal Facebook account, comments came flooding in from both
recent and pending CHS graduates.
Remarks ranged from the
nostalgic, “I loved having
this guy as a teacher!” to the
heartfelt, “This made me
cry!” and “I’m going to miss
him so much!”
Longer testimonials
detailed some of the crazy
projects students had
carried out under Beseau’s
instruction, and the antics that made he and his lessons
student favourites over the course of their otherwise
turbulent teenager-hoods.
My own memories of the art room echo those sentiments. A social outcast – as we all are at some point in
our adolescence – I found in Beseau’s makeshift drop-in
centre and its “come as you are” ambience a place to
call home during my time in high school hell. But as
avant-garde and exciting as each semester’s curriculum was – we built everything from cellophane statues
dressed in our own clothes to plaster-cast molds of our
own hands during my stay – Sgt. Pepper, or Pauly-B, as
we often called him, doled out his most illuminating
lectures after the paints and pencils were put away.

He always made an effort to, as he puts it, “get to
know the kids through the things that are important
to them.” Beseau knows the intuition of teenagers,
and how much they despise a façade. So simply, he is
genuine. He puts the time into building the relationship
and gaining your trust, because he knows it is only once
that foundation is formed that the real teaching can
truly begin.
Class was – and continues to be – always in session.
When we weren’t learning how to sculpt using garbage
bags, we were learning how to critique another’s work
with respect and understanding. When we had finished
painting skateboard decks for the day, we would strike
up conversations about excessive homework as a form
of capital punishment, the parties we would skip doing
said homework to attend that weekend, and the naps
we were wont to take in art class the following Monday
as a result.

how grateful all of us were to have “Mr. B” to help steer
us through some of the seemingly worst times of our
young lives. Some may even say they owe theirs to him.
“I love the students here,” Beseau says of his relationship with the kids he calls his co-workers, “and my role,
I’d say that it’s more of a life coach than a teacher.” I
couldn’t have said it any better.
By turning the once depressing and discouraging
Chestermere High art room into the most colouful
corner of the school, Beseau carved out an oasis
wherein creativity spreads like the common cold. He
set the scene for not only his students’ artistic abilities
to develop, but our identities as well. Even those who
aren’t registered in one of his four daily art classes, or
who don’t partake in his technical theatre-arts program
after school, come to the art room to join in the joy of
the space, infected by his enthusiasm for art and life in
general.
“I can’t tell you how many
times a day I have to kick
kids out that are skipping
class!” He chuckles as if
the fact was completely
inconsequential – but the
message is potent. Beseau
has created camaraderie
and community for this collection of quiet classmates,
more a fatherly figure than simply another high school
teacher. He made it his first task as a teacher to get to
know his students, and to let them get to know him.
That comes first, he says, because he can open the door
to creativity only once mutual trust is established.
“I wanted to create an environment that really supported the creative process,” he says. “When you give
students that room to grow, there’s no telling where
they’ll go from there. It’s what I love about the art room
– the level of unpredictability is huge! No day is the
same. So many new things come up, the possibilities
are endless, and that’s what makes it exciting!”

“When you give the students that room to grow, there’s no telling where
they’ll go from there. It’s what I love about the art room – the level of
unpredictability is huge!”
PAUL BESEAU
Art teacher at Chestermere High School
Beseau always knew who hated whom, who was dating whom, and who was most likely on any particular
day to have a mental breakdown. I’ve long lost count of
how many times it was me, or someone I cared about.
I can’t say how many times I, or a friend of mine, or
a friend of a friend of mine, came running into the art
room with a dire existential crisis on our hands – with
our decidedly small world crashing down around us,
anticipating another apocalypse. But I can with great
certainty say exactly how many of those little emergencies Beseau answered with a grave concern that, as kids,
we never expected and seldom received from not only
teachers, but adults in general: every single one.
So it quickly becomes impossible to quantify exactly
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YYC fashion show raises funds for girls in need
Second annual campaign making magic happen for 2016 grads
EMILY THWAITES
ethwaites@cjournal.ca

D

ays can be spent hunting down the perfect fitting
dress, the right pair of shoes and the handbag to
complement. Finding jewelry that perfectly fits the
neckline, booking the hair and make-up appointments,
ordering and collecting the right coloured corsage,
all the primping and preening that comes with high
school graduation may seem chaotic.
Yet somehow, amidst all the commotion of preparing
for graduation, there exists an overwhelming sense
of excitement. The day many young women have
dreamed about since they were little girls has finally
approached. The day they finally get to dress up like a
princess. For some young women, however, this dream
seems no more than a work of fiction. Thanks to a Calgary charity called the Cinderella Project, this fairytale
can become a reality for all young woman approaching
their graduating year.
The Cinderella Project received a generous donation
on Sept. 23, after Ignite YYC hosted its second annual fashion fundraiser in support of the charity. This
fundraiser was one of the many that the local charity
organization has hosted.
Although pumpkins didn’t morph into carriages,
there was certainly magic in the air that night.
Rustic-chic nightclub Commonwealth Bar & Stage
was transformed into a dazzling runway, showcasing
this year’s latest trends all provided by local boutiques.
Established in 2005, the Cinderella Project, an initiative of the Calgary Board of Education, outfits young
women for their high school graduation.

“You have to have a dress, you have to have the
shoes, you have to have your hair done. It’s a big expense,” says Abby Ferolie, CBE Corporate.
More than 400 volunteer “Godmothers” work year
round to make the girls’ big day possible.
“All of our girls are referred from their school,” says
Ferolie, adding that financial concerns would otherwise
prevent the young women from attending graduation.
“We kind of base it on $250 a girl to fully outfit them.”
The charity started as a small project by staff and
fashion students at Sir Winston Churchill High School,
supporting around 30 students. The number of Cinderellas has increased over the past decade, with 350 girls
helped last year. On the day of the event, Godmothers
work with the girls to find dresses that are appropriate
for them, says Ferolie. Every little detail matters, so the
girls get the full princess treatment — shoes, a matching handbag, shawl, jewelry and nail polish.
“They provide makeup tutorials and hair tutorials on
the event day, and girls receive a little package to take
with them of that makeup,” Ferolie adds.
Two high school graduates say the Cinderella Project
made their childhood dream transform into a reality.
For confidentiality purposes, the CBE have chosen to
keep the last names of the young woman private.
“I never imagined, as a young mother, I’d graduate
from high school or participate in graduation ceremonies. I am the first in my family to do it. With the support
of the Cinderella Project, my dreams came true walking
the stage in a beautiful dress,” says Sarah, a graduate

The atmosphere is buzzing as guests enjoy a drink and food samples
before Ignite YYC began Stept. 23 at Commonwealth Bar and Stage.
PHOTO BY EMILY THWAITES
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from Louise Dean High School.
Emily, also a graduate from Louise Dean High School,
says that if it wasn’t for the donation that she received
from the Cinderella Project, she would likely would not
have attended her own graduation.
”I wasn’t going to walk the stage at graduation. I
didn’t want to be singled out. I was so surprised that
every girl at our school has the opportunity to attend
the Cinderella Project. What a magical day. I am so
grateful for the experience and so proud of my accomplishment.”
The figure has not yet been finalized, but Ferolie and
colleague Pauline Ald say proceeds raised by the fashion show are estimated to be more than $10,000.
“We’re very grateful for whatever the donations
are,” says Ferolie. “Sometimes people donate $25 and
sometimes we get very generous donations, as well as
[those] from different companies or individuals, usually
women, in terms of the jewelry and the purses and
shawls.”
With the proceeds raised, Ferolie and Ald say they
can purchase new dresses that are current for this year’s
Cinderellas.
The support and energy at the second annual fundraiser was electric. The venue was packed, “which is
just so symbolic of Calgary and the people in it,” says
organizer Emma Holmes. “The Cinderella Project [is] just
all about awareness first and foremost, and the fact that
all these people came out to donate is really special.”

This model shows off a gorgeous Chinese wedding dress-inspired piece by MakeFashion. A heart rate
monitor clipped into the model’s ear causes lights on the dress to pulsate to her heartbeat.
PHOTO BY EMILY THWAITES
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The High River Autoplex served as a temporary art gallery, displaying approximately 438 art
pieces for sale on Oct. 2 and 3 to raise funds for High River’s cancer centre renovation project.

More than 400 tickets were sold to the Friday Oct. 2 gala event held at the High River Autoplex.

PHOTO COURTESY OF FACEBOOK

PHOTO COURTESY OF FACEBOOK

Small towns, big hearts
Charity doesn’t just happen in big cities; Calgary’s surrounding
communities also have plans for giving back this year.
VICTORIA STEY & MELISSA KADEY
vstey@cjournal.ca & mkadey@cjournal.ca

Event organizer Shelley Bannister, right, and fellow Rotary club member Ev Doherty are proud
to have sold approximately 92 pieces of art at this year’s event.
PHOTO COURTESY OF SHELLEY BANNISTER
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High River has a strong community of vibrant local artisans
which made this fundraiser fitting for the local community.
PHOTO COURTESY OF FACEBOOK
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Emilee Penwarden, left, and Madison Nussbaum, right, unload
food items from a shopping cart at the Didsbury Zion church last
December to be put into Christmas hampers.
PHOTO COURTESY OF LEA SMALDON

M

Volunteers wrap presents for a Christmas hamper at the Zion
church. (Clockwise around the table: Julia Martens, Raegan
Hammer, Quinn Emerson, Heather and Lee Emerson.)
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August Bradshaw tapes the end of a present she wrapped
for the Christmas Helpers hampers program.
PHOTO COURTESY OF LEA SMALDON

PHOTO COURTESY OF LEA SMALDON

any small town organizations
teers will deliver these presents to
help their community by holdthose who have requested a hamper
ing toy drives, generating food
or who have been recommended
donations, helping the local hospital
for a hamper. Last year nearly 130
expand and providing gifts for those
hampers were distributed and 90
who are in need.
volunteers got together to wrap
Small towns that some of our
these hampers.
reporters call home, High River and
Even though this program has
Didsbury, have distinct ways of giving
been around for some time, it has
back to their communities.
recently undergone some changes.
High River, a town of almost 13,000,
Instead of people bringing in food
hosted its third annual “I Love Art”
donations, and the Zion Church
charity fundraiser in early October
purchasing food to donate, people
with help from the Rotary Club. Artists
are now volunteering to sponsor a
sold their artwork during the twofood hamper of different sizes that
day event with this year’s proceeds
will feed a family for a month.
going to the High River Hospital’s
Along with the food hamper,
cancer centre renovation project.
Didsbury residents also set up Angel
Event organizer Shelley Bannister says
Trees around the town. In different
this event gives local artists and the
shops, Christmas trees are created
cultural community the opportunity
bearing cut-outs of angels. The
to display and sell their art for a good
Cherubs are marked with different
The gym at the Zion church is turned into a makeshift Santa’s workshop during the event.
cause.
ages and genders of children. DidsPHOTO COURTESY OF LEA SMALDON
“It was through this interest that we
burians then pick one to donate for
thought that an art sale as a fundraiser would be a good initiative. So each year we
Christmas Helpers program.
do it, it gets bigger and bigger,” says Bannister.
Deb Rion, executive secretary at the Zion Church, says this is a great time of year
This year they had 438 pieces of art for sale for a value of close to half a million
because everyone in the community comes together.
dollars. They successfully sold 92 pieces, raising approximately $35,000 for the cancer
“It involves the whole community because a lot of people from the community
centre renovation project. Having a charity in a small town is key, Bannister says,
come. Not only to donate food, or money, or even need a hamper,” says Rion. “A lot of
because when the community benefits, more locals are likely to give back.
the people show up on the wrapping night. It’s quite a fun community event when
“People in High River who have been impacted by the flood (of 2013) and felt that
people come to wrap all the gifts and stuff, and a lot of people come and volunteer
they received a lot of support from their community members and they have a sense on delivery day too.”
of wanting to give back or to pass the good will along,” says Bannister.
Sirr echo’s Rion’s thoughts.
Although Didsbury is a small town of less than 5,000 people, during the holiday
“Everybody is receiving something [from this program]. We have people who come
season the community comes together to make sure no one is left wanting.
and wrap gifts, and if you were there on the night of the gift-wrapping you would
Linda Sirr and Linda Regner began a program called Christmas Helpers more than
feel the energy of how families come to wrap gifts for another family,” says Sirr. “Peo30 years ago. The idea behind this program is for Didsbury residents to give back to
ple come and they’re just so excited to be there. You can tell they want to be there.
one another. On Dec. 18, people will gather in the gym of the Zion Evangelical MisThat’s what they do for Christmas. Everybody wins. Where they’re the person who
sionary Church to wrap gifts and prepare food donations. The next day more volungives the names, gives the hamper, or receives it.”
CALGARYJOURNAL.CA
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The Calgary Mothers’ Milk Bank distributes up to 28 litres of human breast milk daily to sick and fragile babies.
PHOTO BY PAUL BROOKS

Calgary Mother’s Milk Bank urgently seeking
breast milk from nursing moms
Babies go without when supplies run low

PAUL BROOKS
pbrooks@cjournal.ca
gloves as they carefully mix human breast milk to even out the nutritional content.
annette Festival has little time to spare. Her organization is running out of what
They then load bottles into state-of-the-art pasteurizing machines.
she calls “liquid gold” — human breast milk.
The real cost of one 4 oz. bottle of milk is $17. Alberta Health covers the cost for
“All of a sudden, our freezers are empty,” said Festival, director of the Calgary
the sickest babies who are in the hospital. Leftover supplies are made available to
Mothers’ Milk Bank.
families of sick or compromised babies in the community, but only at the recommenThe charitable, not-for-profit organization distributes up to 28 litres of human
dation of a doctor or midwife.
breast milk daily to premature and sick babies who are not able to receive milk from
“We don’t make huge dollars here,” said Festival. “It’s run off of love.”
their mothers.
The women who donate to the bank are not compensated.
Since opening in 2012, the milk bank’s biggest challenge has been maintaining a
Calgary resident Candace DiGiacomo said
solid base of donors. The moment a donor
she understands the unique life-giving propstops breastfeeding her own child, she can no
erties of her donation. She began donating
longer donate.
her excess milk after a nurse told her about
For Festival and her team, this means havthe milk bank.
ing to continually search for new moms.
DiGiacomo’s daughter, Olivia, had trouble
“We’re always concerned meeting the
JANNETTE FESTIVAL
feeding
from the breast, so mom started
needs of the babies,” said Festival. “It’s a real
director of Calgary Mothers’ Milk Bank
pumping and feeding her by bottle.
balancing act.”
That’s when she discovered she was a so-called “super producer.”
Across town, in the quiet neonatal intensive care unit at Rockyview Hospital, Dr.
She said donating milk helped her come to terms with the disappointment of not
Doug Yeung= underscores the urgency for human breast milk.
being able to breastfeed her child.
“It has a number of protective factors that haven’t been replicated in formula,” said
“As a mother, you feel (breastfeeding is) of one of your duties and it was really hard,
Yeung.
so for me that led me down the path to be able to donate and help so many babies,”
Aside from delivering optimal nutrition, human breast milk protects against infecsaid DiGiacomo.
tion and disease and can help heal tissues.
Women interested in donating to the Calgary Mothers’ Milk Bank should visit the
“It’s not just food,” Festival said. “It’s a medicine.”
organization’s website — www.calgarymothersmilkbank.ca
Processing, screening and distribution — all of it costs money.
At a small lab in south Calgary, three volunteers wear hairnets, facemasks and

J

“We’re always concerned meeting the needs of
the babies. It’s a real balancing act.”
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Breast milk donations are combined in flasks and filtered before being homogenized and pasteurized.
PHOTO BY PAUL BROOKS

A technician scrutinizes a bottle of breast milk
in the lab at the Calgary Mothers’ Milk Bank.
PHOTO BY PAUL BROOKS

A technician carefully mixes donations to even out the their nutritional content.
PHOTO BY PAUL BROOKS

Candace DiGiacomo produces more breast milk than her
daughter needs, so she donates her excess supply to the
Calgary Mothers’ Milk Bank.

The breast milk in Candace DiGiacomo’s home freezer will soon be transported to the Calgary Mothers’ Milk Bank.
PHOTO BY PAUL BROOKS

PHOTO BY PAUL BROOKS
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Wheelchair dance workshops
inspire new ways to move

At the end of the wheelchair dance workshops, participants perform a dance piece they choreographed from moves they learned over the weekend.
PHOTO BY DAYLA BROWN

DAYLA BROWN
dbrown@cjournal.ca

L

oud bouts of laughter rang out as wheelchairs spun
semi-gracefully in succession as pop music blared
throughout the room. Those standing were used as
pivot points for those in chairs to spin, grab and rotate
around. In mid-February, the Integrated Dance Workshop Series brought participants from Edmonton and
Calgary to the Rosemont Community Association in
northwest Calgary.
Leading the workshops were dance choreographers
Lindsay Eales and Kelsie Acton. Joining the team in
coaching was Danielle Peers, who retired from the
Paralympics in 2008 after receiving heart surgery.
Solidance Inclusive Recreation Society, a dance
organization from Edmonton, provides dance workshops, as well as wheelchair coaching and training, for
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those with different levels of mobility. Coming together
with MoMo Dance Theatre, a Calgary-based dance
organization for social justice, the two groups put together the workshops.
Peers says her favourite part was, “the camaraderie
between dancers, as well as witnessing the pleasure
people got from moving together with this new tool.”
The first thing participants learned during the
workshops were the pros and cons of different types
of wheelchairs. A variety of chairs were available for
people to use and test. The most stubborn and obvious
candidate for the worst wheelchair mobility-wise was
the hospital chair.
“The more sturdy and safe a wheelchair is, the more
stubborn it’s going to be,” Peers informed the class as

she sat in the hospital wheelchair and demonstrated
wide-angle turns. Chances are, according to Peers, the
safer the chair is, the harder it is to use.
At the end of the two-day workshop series, two
dance groups were formed. The groups consisted of an
equal number of participants who had chairs and those
who didn’t. They would choreograph dances according
to the tools they learned during the workshop series.
They competed against each other and while no prize
was to be won, the event was deemed a huge success.
Mark Ikeda, a participant, says the event “was a lot of
fun. I would really love to the workshops happen again.
It’s a great opportunity for people to learn to dance, no
matter what kind of mobility they have.”
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Mark Ikeda falls as he attempts to spin
around on his dance partner’s lap
PHOTO BY DAYLA BROWN

Heath Birkholz (left) practices pushing off
his dance partner during the workshop last February.
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Mark Ikeda dances on his partners lap as they glide across the floor.
PHOTO BY DAYLA BROWN

PHOTO BY DAYLA BROWN

Emily Collins-Tucker stretches her arms wide in their final dances performance at the end of the workshop series while dancers raise their arms in the air.
PHOTO BY DAYLA BROWN
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Essentials
Calgary Journal reporters were asked to profile individuals and the
essentials needed to get through their days. Here’s what they found.

Check out more Essentials from our reporters online at:
calgaryjournal.ca and visit the Lens section!

L

eRoy Willsie, born in 1942, makes his living on a cattle ranch near Caroline, Alberta. Over the years,
Willsie has been invested in both the rodeo and farming communities, where he and his wife Diane
chose to raise three sons. During his time on the rodeo circuit, Willsie participated in several
events: tie-down roping, team roping, and steer wrestling. He continues to be involved in the rodeo
community today, as he judges the pack horse race at The Bighorn Stampede. In 1997 the LeRoy Willsie
family was named the Foothills Cowboys Association family of the year. Currently, Willsie spends around
six of the year dedicated to calving season, and the rest of the year dedicated to the farm. Willsie practices the longstanding method of cattle ranching on horseback. Horses are used to doctor, move, and
brand cattle. Whether he is bailing hay, piling silage, or doctoring cattle, Willsie can almost always be
found around the farm. Some of the items that are most important to LeRoy Willsie include his FCA belt
buckle, his pocket knife, and his calving record book.
Photos and story by Brittany Willsie
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fficer Fisher surveys his adopted home city of Calgary. Fisher grew up in rural
Ontario with his three brothers, resulting in becoming a role model and leader
from a very young age. When Fisher moved to Halifax in the early 90’s with the
Canadian Navy, he instantly fell in love with a desk clerk, and they quickly began
their lives together. Once their second child was born, Fisher decided a better home
for his new family was the booming midwest, and packed up the family CRV for a
road trip to Cowtown. Fisher now resides in Calgary with great ties to the
community through his outreach work, focusing on the homeless population.
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Officer Fisher was also a recipient of the Bricks Life Saving Award within his first
month on the job as an officer. Seen here are the essentials Fisher says he requires to
effectively police Calgary, not forgetting his sprinkled doughnut. The many lives this
man has touched are the reason Fisher stands in such good standing amongst the
people of Calgary.
Photos and story by Keigan Fisher
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he’s pulled her hair into a ponytail, let it loose, and pulled it back a few times
already. She talks so much I don’t have to ask her questions. I listen while
sipping a hot latte, watching her curse and balance the americano in her
hand. She’s a hand talker. “How do I take my coffee?” she says. “Seriously. Very
seriously.” We both laugh though I can see; she’s serious about her coffee.
And so, we are introduced to 21-year-old Stephanie Ann Thompson. The name
itself rolls off the tongue with little effort, and it isn’t difficult to see why.
Stephanie’s warm personality and honest communication could draw crowds,
and, I wouldn’t be surprised if she already has.
She wonders out loud if she should smile in these photos because she has her
Invisalign in. Confused, she tells me she has Idiopathic Condylar Resorption, a

jaw condition so painful it affects her daily. I start taking pictures, and the smile
appears.
In her 4 year at the University of Calgary, Thompson discusses indecision and
her choice to push through her B. Comm. “I’ve changed my major a few times,”
she says without regret. After starting with a major in Marketing, Thompson
moved towards Operations Management, and now is an Entrepreneurial student.
“I realize it’s more important to pursue what gives me life,” she says.
Photos and story by Deanna Tucker
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alking down Banff Avenue, Anna Haataja points out a gem store and
recounts a story one of her Geology professors told her.
Apparently, the storeowners aren’t quite fond of her professor
because of his knack for pointing out their over-priced rocks and gems. In her
third year of Geology at the University of Calgary, she’s now burying herself
in the books for midterms. It’s quite a daunting task memorizing every kind
of rock imaginable, but it’s something she truly loves. Every time we passed a
unique rock formation, she would explain it to me with real verve. What would
be dry coming from anyone else, Haataja shares her knowledge with passion
and contagious interest.
Born in Calgary, but raised in Airdrie, she returned to the city for school.
She now lives on the 7 floor of an apartment building in downtown overlooking Bow Trail, just a couple blocks away from the train she takes everyday to
campus. However, her time is rarely spent in her apartment, save for a little
Super Nintendo and sleeping. Her time is mostly spent at school deep into her
books and labs. When she’s not at school, she’s either working in Kensington
icing the best cupcakes in town, or studying, writing, and hiking somewhere
between the foothills and British Columbia.
As an avid photographer, she doesn’t just rely on her eyes to remember all
the beauty in the province. In between it all, she is listening to Johnny Hodges’
sax solos, or the work of Duke Ellington. That is unless she found a moment
out of her day to play some baritone saxophone of her own.
While weaving down the Bow Valley Parkway with the sun-split shadows
lying over the road, she marvels with almost child-like delight at the towering
mountains. The feeling of awe that everyone feels when he or she first sees
the Rockies is always there for Anna’s second home. Perhaps it’s her layered
knowledge of the mountains themselves, or perhaps it’s because she find
excitement and joy in everything. From a squirrel on the side of the road, to
the lichen eating away the rocks, she finds a genuine smile in just about the
smallest of things.
Photos and story by Thomas Bogda
CALGARYJOURNAL.CA
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Diana Silva practices Reiki on client, Shannon Scherger.
The practice involves little to no touching and uses
energy as a form of healing
PHOTO BY KARI PEDERSON

Noelle Rousseau works with client, Nicole Angus during a
personal training session. Rousseau uses her own struggles to
motivate clients to achieve their goals.
PHOTO BY KARI PEDERSON

Giving back to your body
It’s not always easy but it’s always worth it
KARI PEDERSEN
kpedersen@cjournal.ca

PHOTO BY KARI PEDERSON
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ometimes people who are helping others are
struggling with their own health concerns. Not
every yoga practitioner meditates all day, not
every personal trainer spends every moment in the
gym and not every alternative healer sends out the
perfect energy.
Yet some Calgary health practitioners who embody
overcoming struggles and finding their own answers.
Darlene Diminutto, Diana Silva and Noelle Rousseau
are three women who have worked hard to get to
where they are, and know the rewards first-hand that
come from treating the body right.

FITNESS AND NUTRITION

Including fitness and nutrition as a part of a daily
routine is nothing new, but that doesn’t make it any
less important. Rousseau, a personal trainer who
on the outside has what many people would call a
“perfect-body,” has seen her fair share of struggle.
Rousseau has been working with clients for the past
four years and over that time has struggled with binge
eating and finding a healthy balance with her body.
“I want to help people who have struggled with
the same things I’ve struggled with and, coming from
personal experience, it is something that I am really
passionate about.”
Rousseau is referring to her ongoing struggle
with binge eating disorder, a disorder that is all too
common but rarely talked about.
Binge eating disorder, or BED, is a disorder in which
those who suffer consume large amounts of food
with no ability to stop. Rousseau uses this as a way to
connect with clients, rather than allowing it to beat
her. She shares her struggles to try to help others, and
knows that it is not always easy to treat your body
right.
“I struggle with anxiety over how my body looks,
and feeling at peace with myself and my fitness
situation, but loving yourself is so important,” Rousseau says. Her goal with clients is to help them to
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Silva has been practicing Reiki for the past few years as a
means to heal others, but also using it to heal herself
from ailments like migraines and sinus infections
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discover a healthy body image, while giving their body
the nutrients and exercise it needs to function.
Rousseau knows that “healthy” is something that
looks different for everyone, so she suggests discovering what “healthy” means for you and to remember
that there is more to life than abs and healthy eating.
Rousseau’s #1 rule for giving back to your body is
listen to your body and love yourself.

ALTERNATIVE HEALING

While fitness and nutrition are an important part of
keeping the body running, many are turning to alternative medicine and alternative healing.
Diana Silva is a Reiki Master who has been practicing
Reiki for five years. Reiki is a type of healing in which
the practitioner employs energy and light touching.
Silva began this practice while searching for solutions to her own ailments. “Reiki is a very ancient form
of energy healing, and it goes by the idea that everything is energy and we are more than just a physical
body,” Silva says. She adds that alternative medicine is
unique because it really relies on the body to heal itself
by providing the body with assistance to do so.
“The human body is brilliant, and it can heal itself—
there are lots of different ways to assist the body in
that healing,” Silva continues.
Silva has experienced firsthand the way that Reiki
can heal, using the energy healing to heal her own
chronic headaches. Silva sees Reiki as an important
part of giving back to your body because she believes
that we need to be responsible for our own bodies,
and feels that we need to take the power into our own
hands to heal our bodies.
If you are looking for a simple way to get into
alternative healing, try aromatherapy. Silva suggests
peppermint or eucalyptus oil to help with the suffering
from coughs, sinus infections and even headaches.
Use these essential oils in diffusers to dispense them
around your room, or even massage them right into
your skin.

Silva’s #1 rule for giving back to your body is to make
time for yourself, and take care of yourself with that
time.

YOGA AND MOVEMENT

“If you are doing movement properly and mindfully
and paying attention to your body, then your body
has the knowledge and ability to heal itself, I have
seen how strong our own potential is, and we have
the potential to heal our bodies, we can’t expect other
people to heal us, we have to do it.”
Darlene Diminutto explains the importance of mindfulness and focus in repairing the body.
Diminutto has been practicing yoga since she graduated university after wanting to become an athletic
therapist. With an active and athletic past, Diminutto
experienced sports injuries throughout her life.
“I went for the typical therapy treatments, and
they sort of worked, but physiotherapy never really
fixed anything, so I had to find the answers myself,”
Diminutto says. She was frustrated searching for a
solution to her own issues and nothing was working,
“nobody had the solution, so I had to find the best
thing for my body, and that’s how I came into yoga.”
Guided by teachers who were able to support and
show her how to connect with her body, the yoga
practitioner explains her experience, “I had many great
teachers who helped me pinpoint things in my own
body, that I could then see in other people’s bodies.”
She believes that we can heal anything that faces us
by paying attention to our body as well as having the
intention to fix it.
Diminutto’s #1 rule for giving back to your body is
don’t second guess it, it’s probably telling you what it
needs, so listen.
Whichever way you choose to give back to your
body, make it a priority. Not just so you can change
the way you look, but so that you can feel healthy,
refreshed and learn the importance of treating your
body right.
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The Calgary Inferno has rallied together to help local charities.
Erica Kromm believes it also helps bring the team closer togther.

PHOTO COURTESY OF ARI YANOVER, CALGARY INFERNO

It is moments like this playing with dad, that Jacquie Pierri
holds the most dear when she thinks back to the start of her
professional hockey career.

New Jersey native, Jacquie Pierri, has used her love of hockey
to remember loved ones she has lost due to heart disease.
PHOTO COURTESY OF ARI YANOVER, CALGARY INFERNO

PHOTO COURTESY OF JACQUIE PIERRI

Calgary Inferno Keeps the Beat thanks
to growing fan base
Hockey player turns personal losses into winning cause for her team
VICTORIA PIZARRO
vpizarro@cjournal.ca
he relationship between a child and parent can
take many forms, but the bond between Jacquie
Pierri, 25, and her father was far greater than anything imaginable.
Two years ago, Al Pierri passed away due to a heart
attack while he was playing recreation hockey in
Florida. This was not his first heart attack on a sheet of
ice. He suffered one when Jacquie was 10 years old.
“The irony in having both of his heart attacks while
playing hockey is not lost on me,” said Pierri, a member
of the Calgary Inferno, the city’s professional women’s
hockey team.
Hockey was the foundation of the bond between
Pierri, her father and her brother. She said her father immersed himself in the sport and it became their family
“thing.”
“My dad was born in Italy and emigrated at a very
young age to the Bronx. He grew up on basketball,
football and baseball, and I don’t think it was until my
brother went on a school field trip to the rink and
decided he wanted to play, that hockey became a part
of our family,” she said. “He bought a
Hockey-for-Dummies book, went to an adult-learn-toskate, coached us and even ended up running the local
house league.”
Her years of playing hockey, especially at an elite
level, helps Pierri stay connected to her father,
allowing her to draw strength through memories of
him.
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However, this is not the only heart-related tragedy
that has struck Pierri and her family. Her cousin, Tori
Rubino, passed away in her sleep about six years ago at
the age of 22.
Pierri said Rubino came home for a break from her
studies at Boston University and died during the night
due to an undiagnosed heart condition.
“Tori was the eldest in a tight-knit group of eight

“The irony in having both of his
heart attacks while playing hockey
is not lost on me.”
JACQUIE PIERRI
Calgary Inferno player talking about her father
cousins. She was very much a role model and trailblazer
for me my whole life. She went to university first, she
travelled on her own first and she really demonstrated
to me what being a good person should look like. She
had an amazing knack for defusing high tension situations with her witty humour,” Pierri said.
“She would be 28 this year. I can hardly believe that
six years have gone by since she passed away.”
Pierri realizes these heart conditions have not only
claimed her father and cousin, but they also robbed

two loved ones of long lives.
“Especially when things are going well for me, I think
about the opportunities and experiences she never got
to have: graduating from Boston University, beginning
her career, perhaps even getting married,” she said of
her cousin. “Losing her is by the far the most difficult
thing I’ve ever experienced in my life. Every day I think
about the fact that we can’t build new memories together and that my other cousins no longer have their
big sister.”
One of the main memories that Pierri has of Rubino is
that she was a tap dancer. This is where the name “Keep
the Beat” originated, and is another way to keep her
cousin close.
Keep the Beat is a charity hockey game hosted by the
Inferno on behalf of the Heart and Stroke
Foundation. Pierri organizes the game, from which 50
per cent of the proceeds will be donated to the foundation.
Last year the Calgary Inferno joined the Flames Foundation, one way for the women’s hockey team to give
back to the community.
“Community is everything. Being part of the
community is how you make that connection of the
people that come and watch your game, that are part
of your fan base, part of your growing family,”
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said Chantal Champagne, general manager of the Inferno. “We have been working really hard to make that
connection.”
Going into her fourth season with the Inferno, Champagne suggests the team broke through the ceiling last
year regarding recognition among Calgary hockey fans.
Last season was quite successful for the Inferno, finishing second in the league with a record of 14-1-3-6.
However, Champagne believes another major aspect
of charity work is not only what can be done for the

community, but also what giving back does for the
team.
“Having a few charities that we are involved with,
maybe not everyone will touch everybody but one of
them will and having one player doing the Heart and
Stroke charity, it touched certain players,” she said.
“But every player gets engaged and they want to
be part of it because it has touched their teammate in
some way, shape or form in their personal lives. Hence,
why we always want to support that.”
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WANT A CHANCE
TO BE PART OF
KEEP THE BEAT?
The Calgary Journal has two
tickets to a Calgary Inferno
game, Feb. 13, 2016, and
two Keep the Beat T-shirts for
some lucky winner.
How to enter: Go to our
Facebook page and find the
link to the online version of
this article. Like and share the
post and in the comments,
let us know if heart related
diseases have affected you or
your loved ones. The first 20
to post will be entered to win
the tickets and T-shirts.

Keep the Beat, a fun hockey game organized by Pierri, donates half of its proceeds to the
Heart and Stroke Foundation.

Calgary Inferno

LOGO COURTESY JEFF STEVENSON

PHOTO COURTESY OF DAVE HOLLAND, CALGARY INFERNO
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Calgary Flames prove
they are the masters
of giving back
Madi Freeman knows a helping hand is all someone needs
VICTORIA PIZARRO
vpizarro@cjournal.ca

A
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t the age of 16 Madi Freeman had already done
Her 12-year-old brother Ty wrote a letter to Bob
one of the hardest things anyone can do: saying
Hartley, head coach of the Calgary Flames, asking for a
goodbye to a parent.
meet-and-greet with the team at a home game to help
Last year her father passed away from cancer, then alpick up his sister’s spirits.
most six months to the date Freeman herself was about
But Hartley and the Flames Foundation did someto fight the same battle.
thing better — they sent a star Flame to surprise Free“In February when we got home from California, we
man at her home.
were on vacation and actually we went to see a Flames
“It meant so much,” said Freeman, adding her brother
game there a few days before we came back. I had
wouldn’t let her see what he was writing. “I just thought
a sleepover with my friend — I came home the next
that it was for my birthday but no, that’s not what it
morning and felt really sick and gross, I was throwing
was.”
up,” Freeman explained. “My mom thought that it was
On Aug. 27, Joe Colborne, 25, joined Harvey the
just the flu. I would try eat stuff and drink stuff but I just
Hound to celebrate with Freeman’s family.
could not keep it down.”
“When I opened the door I was like, ‘Holy crap, that’s
With his own charity, Colborne Forces, Joe Colborne is planning a
The symptoms worsened. Freeman missed school
a hockey player,’” she explained. “I was so shocked but it
summer country concert for 2016 for all the Armed Forces.
and lay in bed not being able to move because she felt
was awesome.”
PHOTO COURTESY OF JENN PIERCE, CALGARY FLAMES
so ill. Still believing that it was nothing more than the
Freeman said the Flames’ visit was one of the nicest
flu, Freeman’s mother decided it was time to go to the
things anyone has ever done for her and that it really
doctor to make sure.
helped boost her spirits.
At first the diagnosis was a bug that had been affecting some teenagers, and
“At the time they showed up there I still had one round of chemo left, which is six
Freeman should not be alarmed. The doctor urged her to go back to school, but also
days of chemo at the Children’s Hospital and I was not looking forward to it,” said
decided to run a blood analysis to rule out any uncertainties.
Freeman. “I was like, ‘Yes, I can get through this and then I will get to go another hock“It was fine, we headed home. My mom stopped to get me some soup and apple
ey game.’”
juice because we still thought it was a (type) of cold. When we got home I went to lay
The visit didn’t just leave a huge impact on Freeman; it left a pretty big imprint on
down to sleep but my mom came in and said that the doctor called and wanted us to Colborne as well.
go to emergency right now,” Freeman recalls.
Colborne knew Freeman had been down some tough roads in her young life, but
She was hardly able to walk and didn’t know what was wrong, but the Freeman
meeting her was pretty special to him.
family made their way to the High River emergency room.
“We were expecting to see, you know, a girl who was struggling . . . not defeated by
Freeman said she sensed her mother knew something but was hesitant to say
it, but you know, going through a tough time mentally,” Colborne said. “We showed
anything. She didn’t know what was wrong until their doctor said there was a high
up and she just had so much energy — her positive attitude just blew us away.”
possibility that she had cancer and would need to be transferred to the Calgary ChilColborne and the rest of the Flames hosted Freeman and her family for a Battle of
dren’s Hospital.
Alberta game against the Edmonton Oilers on Oct. 17, a battle the Flames lost 5-2.
Two days after starting treatment, Freeman was given a full diagnosis — she had
This wasn’t the first time Colborne has hosted fans at a home games.
Burkitt’s Leukemia.
At the start of the 2014-15 season, Colborne had the idea to create a program that
However, even with her new diagnosis Freeman said she wasn’t really feeling sad.
focused on appreciating and recognizing those who serve in the Canadian Armed
“I was mad, like how could that happen to me when I just went through that with
Forces. Appropriately named “Colborne’s Forces,” it is a program that Colborne and
my dad,” she said.
the Flames have kept going this year. Brian Burke, president of hockey operations for
Freeman has now battled cancer for seven months and on the eve of her 17
the Flames, helped Colborne launch the program.
birthday she still had one more round of chemotherapy.
“There are so many great charities that you can choose to give your time and effort
But then something happened.
to, whether it’s the Children’s Hospital or Ronald McDonald House or Kids Cancer
NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2015
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Care. I’ve had family members pass away of cancer...
it’s a great issue to spend time in,” he said. “But when I
think of Armed Forces, it’s not a cancer where you’ve
been dealt a bad break — these guys are sacrificing and
choosing to go and put their lives on the line for the
rest of us, so that I can go back and actually play this
game that I love and live in a free country.”
As a native Calgarian, being part of the community
means a lot to Colborne, who believes doing charity
work and giving back are very important.
“I feel pretty fortunate with certain things that have
happened in my life. I’ve been lucky enough to grow up
in an unbelievable family, and a great support system
to help me through tough times,” reflected Colborne.
“But I also think that there’s a bunch of people who
haven’t had the same opportunities and I think that
there are so many ways you can give back — it doesn’t
always have to be money, it can be your time, it can be
writing a letter back to someone, that can give a bit of
excitement or something like that can help keep them
going in the right direction.”
Colborne has an impressive resume of charita-
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Joe Colborne, left, who has lost family members to cancer, makes a point to participate regularly with the Flames’ hospital visits.
PHOTO COURTESY OF JENN PIERCE, CALGARY FLAMES

“It shows how great of an
organization they are, when they
take time out of their day . . . to do
something like that for someone,
it just means a lot.”
MADI FREEMAN
Cancer survivor whose spirits were
lifted by the Calgary Flames
ble work. He is chair of the Mavericks Charity Golf
Tournament, which raises more than $200,000 every
year with $40,000 going towards the Flames Foundation.
Colborne also received the Ralph T. Scurfield
Humanitarian Award last season, a distinction voted on
by members of the Flames organization. It goes to the
player who best depicts perseverance, determination
and leadership on the ice while also showing dedication to the community off the ice.
“It was a huge honour . . . so many guys do so many
thing to help out the community. I feel pretty fortunate
that people voted for me and it’s something really
means a lot to me,” he said.
Madi Freeman, now in remission, is a testament to
the efforts of Colborne and the Flames Foundation to
give back to Calgarians.
She wholeheartedly appreciates the Flames organization and its commitment to the community.
“It shows how great of an organization they are, when
they take time out of their day . . . to do something like
that for someone, it just means a lot,” Freeman said. “I
think it shows other people that they care.”

Colborne’s work with the Ronald McDonald house is one of the key elements that led to
his recieving the Ralph T. Scurfield Humanitarian Award.
PHOTO COURTESY OF JENN PIERCE, CALGARY FLAMES

The Christmas visit to the Calgary Children’s Hospital is one of the the Flames’ biggest social events of the season.
PHOTO COURTESY OF JENN PIERCE, CALGARY FLAMES
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